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OTA Insight is a cloud-based data intelligence 
platform for the hospitality industry. 
We provide hoteliers with a suite of revenue management solutions  

that empower them to make smarter revenue and distribution decisions. 

See your competitors’ current, past and future rates instantly,  
automatically available in a user-friendly dashboard

Access a live picture of your market, including events and online reputation

Use real-time data

Stay ahead of the competition with lightning-fast live updates

Price correctly based on accurate data

Flexible rate shopping, customisable room-type mapping and

parity monitoring


Our user-friendly dashboard helps you track and analyse key factors  
for revenue management

Combine a wide range of indicators such as rate codes, channels,  
room types and immediately understand where and how you can  
drive revenue

Simpler, better and faster dynamic hotel level analytics on your 

revenue management KPIs


Predict demand before you see it with data aggregated from a wide variety 
of sources

Understand shifting demand up to 365 days in advance, with access to 
real-time market heatmaps

Segment by sub-location, stay pattern (e.g. LOS) and accommodation type

Ensure you are competitively positioned competitively against the most 
relevant compset - which dynamically adjusts to market conditions 

Rate Insight

Make smarter pricing decisions

Revenue Insight

Unlock your revenue potential

Market Insight

Harness real-time market intelligence


Our Products

Save time with real-time portfolio parity performance

Monitor parity across key distribution channels

Fix parity issues with root cause detection

Parity Insight

Keep control of your distribution
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Included complimentary in your Rate Insight subscription. Easy visibility  
to On The Books data to assist in the revenue management process.

Multi-property view

View all properties you over see from an enterprise dashboard

Included complimentary in your Rate Insight subscription 

OTBs Functionality

Benchmark

Includes:

Full breakdown of available room inventory per day

Pace graphs to track performance against SWLY

Compare against rate evolution

We currently integrate data from: 

STR 

Benchmarking Alliance 

Fairmas 
MKG 

Analyze your hotel performance in terms of 
Occupancy, ADR & RevPAR against: 

City demand forecast 

Final Best Flex rate 

Compset public rates 

Compset occupancy 

Stored historical rates on the Rates tab

We currently integrate with:

Opera

Mews

OTA Insight is a cloud-based data intelligence 
platform for the hospitality industry. 
We provide hoteliers with a suite of revenue management solutions  

that empower them to make smarter revenue and distribution decisions. 
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Our Integrations

Revenue Management Systems

Property Management Systems

Opera V5
Opera V5 Express
Opera V5 Lite

Booking Engines

Let’s Book Pegasus Windsurfer TheBookingButton

OTA Insight is a cloud-based data intelligence 
platform for the hospitality industry. 
We provide hoteliers with a suite of revenue management solutions  

that empower them to make smarter revenue and distribution decisions. 
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